
Large, muscular, and totally void of human compassion, Bill 
Maignlov’s claim to fame is the particularly brutal way 
he likes to dispatch his victims, a method that has many 
of his colleagues dubbing him “The Shredder” behind his 
back. What drove him to this level of barbarism is anyone’s 
guess, but records show that Maignlov was born and raised 
in the slums of a forgotten city on Ozawa, and his parents 
were brutally slain by sword-wielding thieves when he was 
still a young boy.
  Placed in a foster home with a mining family outside the 
planetary capital of Sapporo, Bill learned how to pilot 

an IndustrialMech and looked as though he would 
lead a normal life. Little is known about what 
followed, but a warrant for Maignlov’s arrest is still 
outstanding on Ozawa, connected to the brutal slaying of 
his adoptive brother during an apparent altercation in the 
mines north of Sapparo.
  Maignlov rarely speaks, and he has no friends in the 
Band of Five who might be able to shed light on his past or 
explain why he prefers to use his AgroMech’s brutal combine 
so frequently in battle.
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Commentary
The AgroMech MOD-B takes the previous combat 
modification of the basic AgroMech to its next logical step, 
upgrading the armor and firepower for increased durability and 
battle effectiveness. Featuring an advanced, faster-cycling 
rotary autocannon system, and a reinforced combine intended for 
the rigors of melee combat, the MOD-B boasts a stronger punch 
and greater resistance to damage.
  Bill Maignlov’s MOD-B, nicknamed “Old Painless,” has been his 
since he joined the Band of Five regiment. Eager to bring his 
preferred weapon, the combine, to bear quickly, Maignlov often 
rushes ahead of a friendly formation, ignoring orders to pull 
back in the hope that he can get a head start on closing with 
the enemy. Once battle is joined, he is known for firing his 
autocannon nonstop until he closes with an enemy unit, and then 
using his combine against the hapless foe until nothing even 
remotely salvageable remains.

Record No
FE-119-02 MECH: AGROMECH MOD-B

Serial Number: IMC-01943/5a Mass: 35 tons
Chassis: IM Heavy
Power Plant: 
  ConLee 105 ICE
Cruising Speed: 32 kph
Maximum Speed: 54 kph
Jump Jets: None
Armor: StarSlab/3
Armament:
1 General Motors
  Supernova-2 Rotary
  Autocannon
1 DiNapoli “Groundhog” 
  Reinforced Combine
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